


HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS, DESIGN SCHOOL KOLDING

1967 Established as a school of arts and crafts

1970’S - 80’S Characterized as apprenticeship with a strong focus on crafts

1990’S First steps towards becoming an education including generic methods and design skills



2000’S Design researchers start to emerge from the PhD program

2010 Achieving a positive educational and research accreditation

2014 Establishing accessory design as a field of study at bachelor’s and master’s level

1996 Converting into a higher education program – becoming an independent institution –

establishmet of a programme in interaction design



2016
Scientific research and artistic development rooted in the school’s three laboratories: 

Sustainability and Design, Social Design and Play and Design

2017
Establishing a field of study in play and design (Design for Play) at master’s level 

(in collaboration with LEGO)

2018

Establishing two fields of study at master’s level:

sustainability (Design for Planet) and social design (Design for People)

Establishing a diploma program in design management



Our vision is to be an international talent 

workshop for the cultivation of Danish Design.

‣ Student admission focusing on talent defined

as passion, potential and will

‣ Workshops as the focal point of good 

craftsmanship

‣ Internship and international mobility as a 

marker of the international dimension in 

education. The same applies to the focus on 

international research and international 

collaboration.

‣ Refining a Danish, democratic design 

tradition where designers, in collaboration 

with users, create sustainable and inclusive 

solutions in a playful manner. 

VISION



We have a strong focus on applicability and 

have chosen to specialize both our knowledge 

building and our Master’s degree programme in 

three strategic areas where we believe we can 

help make a positive difference:

‣ Social design

‣ Sustainability

‣ Play

STRATEGIC 
FOCUS AREAS



‣ Bachelor's degree programme (in Danish)

‣ Master's degree programme (in English)

‣ Diploma in design management

‣ PhD programme

‣ Master's degree programme in design 

management in collaboration with the 

University of Southern Denmark

‣ Vocational courses, subject specific courses 

as well as continuing education and 

consulting services targeted at both the 

public and private sectors 

EDUCATION AND
ACTIVITIES



The design school's bachelor's programme is 

offered as four individual fields of study:

‣ Accessory Design

‣ Industrial Design

‣ Communication Design

‣ Fashion and Textile Design

In addition, the programme offers cross-

curricular teaching within method and theory, 

design project, techniques and tools.

BACHELOR’S DEGREE
PROGRAMME



The Master’s degree programme is structured 

on the basis of three fields of study:

‣ Design for People (social design)

‣ Design for the Planet (sustainability)

‣ Design for Play (play)

The structure gives students the opportunity of

professional immersion within a broad thematic 

specialisation.

MASTER’S DEGREE
PROGRAMME



KNOWLEDGE 
BASE

The school’s knowledge base rests on three

pillars:

‣ knowledge from scientific research

‣ knowledge from artistic development

‣ knowledge from practice

Research and development contribute to the 

teaching – and vice versa – and is often carried 

out in close collaboration with private and 

public companies as well as designers and 

researchers from other educational institutions.



Design School Kolding engage in valuable 

collaborations and partnerships with a 

number of private companies and public 

organisations.

Partners include: LEGO, B&O, Grundfos, 

ECCO, Fritz Hansen, Forever Bikes, NASA, 

Swarowski, various public actors, including

local governments and international 

universities.

Design School Kolding was also partner in 

the D2i – Design to Innovate initiative, 

which aimed to teach small and medium-

sized companies how design can be used 

as an innovation method.

COLLABORATIONS




